Abstract. We give inequalities for the Manolescu invariants α, β, γ under the connected sum operation. We compute the Manolescu invariants of connected sums of some Seifert fiber spaces. Using these same invariants, we provide a proof of Furuta's Theorem, the existence of a Z 8 subgroup of the homology cobordism group. To our knowledge, this is the first proof of Furuta's Theorem using monopoles. We also provide information about Manolescu invariants of the connected sum of n copies of a three-manifold Y , for large n.
1. Introduction 1.1. Manolescu Invariants. Let G " Pinp2q be the group consisting of two copies of the complex unit circle, along with a map j interchanging them, so that ij "´ji and j 2 "´1. In [24] , Manolescu associated to a spin three-manifold pY, sq the G-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology SWFH G pY, sq, the Borel homology of a stable homotopy type SWF pY, sq. From its module structure, he defined homology cobordism invariants α, β, γ as analogues of the Frøyshov invariant of the usual, S 1 -equivariant, Seiberg-Witten Floer homology [10] . The Pinp2q-invariants all reduce to the Rokhlin invariant mod 2, satisfy αpY q ě βpY q ě γpY q, and furthermore βp´Y q "´βpY q.
The existence of such an invariant β implies that there is no integer homology sphere Y with odd Rokhlin invariant so that Y #Y " S 3 , where " denotes homology cobordism. Using work of Matumoto [26] and Galewski-Stern [12] , the nonexistence of such Y disproves the triangulation conjecture. That is, Manolescu [24] shows there exist manifolds of all dimensions n ě 5 that cannot be triangulated.
Since the introduction of SWFH G pY, sq, other versions of Floer homologies with symmetries beyond the S 1 -symmetry have become available. Lin [21] constructed a G-equivariant refinement of monopole Floer homology in the setting of Kronheimer-Mrowka [18] . In the setting of Heegaard Floer homology introduced by Ozsváth-Szabó in [35] , [34] , Hendricks and Manolescu [13] defined an analogue, HFI pY, sq, of Z{4-equivariant Seiberg Witten Floer homology (where we regard xjy " Z{4 Ă G).
In addition to the disproof of the triangulation conjecture, these theories have other applications inaccessible to S 1 -Floer theory. For instance, HFI detects the non-sliceness of the figure-eight knot, while most concordance invariants coming from Floer theory and Khovanov homology fail to detect this. Both Lin's theory [22] and SWFH G pY, sq [37] show the existence of three-manifolds not homology cobordant to any Seifert space.
Under orientation reversal, the numerical homology cobordism invariants coming from these theories are well-behaved. For instance, the invariants α, β, and γ, and another invariant δ defined from the S 1 Borel homology of SWF pY, sq satisfy:
In the present paper we investigate the behavior of the Manolescu invariants, α, β, and γ, under the connected sum operation. In particular, we have the following theorems: Theorem 1.1. Let pY 1 , s 1 q, pY 2 , s 2 q be rational homology three-spheres with spin structure. Then: Theorem 1.2. Let pY, sq be a rational homology three-sphere with spin structure. Then:
(6) γpY, sq ď δpY, sq ď αpY, sq.
We note, for comparison with Heegaard Floer theory, that the invariant δpY, sq should correspond to the Heegaard Floer correction term dpY, sq{2.
If we regard Theorem 1.2 as a statement constraining the behavior of δpY, sq in terms of the Manolescu invariants α, β, and γ, then we may think of the following as a kind of converse statement, showing that δpY, sq heavily constrains the behavior of the Manolescu invariants: Theorem 1.3. Let pY, sq be a rational homology three-sphere with spin structure. Then:
αp# n pY, sqq´nδpY, sq, βp# n pY, sqq´nδpY, sq, and γp# n pY, sqq´nδpY, sq are bounded functions of n, where # n pY, sq denotes the connected sum of n copies of pY, sq. In particular:
αp# n pY, sqq n " lim nÑ8 βp# n pY, sqq n " lim nÑ8 γp# n pY, sqq n " δpY, sq.
That is, one might think of the Manolescu invariants as perturbations of the S 1 -Frøyshov invariant.
In order to obtain Theorem 1.3, we will make an explicit calculation of the Manolescu invariants of connected sums of negative Seifert spaces of projective type. We call a Seifert rational homology three-sphere Y negative if the orbifold line bundle of Y is of negative degree (see Section 5) . For example, the Brieskorn sphere Σpa 1 , ..., a n q, for coprime a i , is negative. We call a negative Seifert rational homology three-sphere with spin structure pY, sq of projective type if, for some constants d, n, m, a i , m i and some index set I, its Heegaard Floer homology is of the form (9) HF`pY, sq " Td ' T`2 n`1 pmq ' à iPI Tà i pm i q '2 .
We will be interested in negative Seifert spaces because their G-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer stable homotopy types, SWF pY, sq, admit an especially simple description: SWF pY, sq is j-split for Y negative Seifert. We call a G-space X a j-split space if
where X S 1 is the S 1 -fixed point set of X, and j interchanges the X`and X´factors. We may think of j-split spaces as the simplest kind of (nontrivial) G-spaces which may occur as the Seiberg-Witten Floer spectrum SWF pY, sq of some pY, sq.
The projective type condition further restricts what X`may be. Examples of Seifert spaces of projective type include Brieskorn spheres of the form Σpp, q, pqn˘1q, for relatively prime p and q, from work of Némethi and Borodzik [29] , [1] and Tweedy [40] . Theorem 1.4. Let Y 1 , . . . , Y n be negative Seifert integral homology three-spheres of projective type. DefineδpZq " dpZq{2`μpZq, for Z any Seifert fiber space, where d is the Heegaard Floer correction term from [32] , and whereμ is the Neumann-Siebenmann invariant defined in [30] , [36] . Set δ i :"δpY i q, and assume without loss of generalityδ 1 ď¨¨¨ďδ n . Then: pY i q, (12) and (13) δpY 1 # . . . #Y n q " pdpY 1 q`¨¨¨`dpY n qq{2 "
pY i q.
To prove Theorem 1.4 we will investigate the Pinp2q-equivariant topology of joins of j-split spaces. To do so, we will make use of the Gysin sequence for Pinp2q-spaces, which provides a relationship between the Pinp2q-equivariant and S 1 -equivariant homology of a Pinp2q-space. Lin has already used the Gysin sequence in [22] to study } HSpY, sq for Y surgery on an alternating knot. The proof of Theorem 1.4 also relies on the equivalence of several versions of Floer homologies: we employ the equivalence of HF`andHM from Colin-Ghiggini-Honda [4] and Taubes [38] , and Kutluhan-Lee-Taubes [19] , and the equivalence ofHM and SWFH S 1 due to Lidman-Manolescu [20] .
To obtain Theorem 1.3 from Theorem 1.4 we will use the machinery of chain local equivalence from [37] , a refinement of the Manolescu invariants. For a rational homology three-sphere pY, sq, the chain local equivalence class rSWF pY, sqs cl is a homology cobordism invariant taking values in the set CLE of equivariant chain complexes up to the equivalence relation of chain local equivalence. Chain local equivalence keeps track of how G-equivariant CW cells are attached to the reducible critical point in SWF pY, sq (see Sections 2 and 5) . One advantage of rSWF pY, sqs cl is that it behaves well under connected sum, while the behavior of the Manolescu invariants is more complicated.
More specifically, to obtain Theorem 1.3, we will show that any CW chain complex associated to a Pinp2q-space admits some "large" j-split subcomplex (partly controlled by the δ invariant). Here, we call a Pinp2q-chain complex j-split if it is the CW chain complex of a j-split space. Using the "large" j-split subcomplex inside a given Pinp2q-complex, the calculation of Theorem 1.4 may be carried over, in part, to arbitrary rational homology three-spheres, yielding Theorem 1.3.
1.2.
Applications. We apply Theorem 1.4 to study homology cobordisms among Seifert spaces. A homology cobordism between two closed, oriented three-manifolds Y 1 , Y 2 is a smooth compact oriented four-manifold X such that BX " Y 1 >´Y 2 , and such that the inclusions Y i ãÑ X induce isomorphisms H˚pY i , Zq Ñ H˚pX; Zq. Homology cobordism is an equivalence relation on the set of closed three-manifolds. We write Y 1 " Y 2 if Y 1 and Y 2 are homology cobordant three-manifolds. We form the integral homology cobordism group θ H 3 , consisting of homology cobordism classes of integral homology three-spheres, with addition given by connected sum.
A corollary of Theorem 1.4 is: We say that an integral homology three-sphere Y is H-split if αpY q " βpY q " γpY q. Theorem 1.1 implies that the set θ H-split Ă θ H 3 of H-split integral homology three-spheres is, in fact, a subgroup. We obtain from Theorem 1.4: Theorem 1.6. Let θ SF P be the subgroup of θ H 3 generated by negative Seifert spaces of projective type, and let θ H-split,SF P be the subgroup consisting of Y P θ SF P such that αpY q " βpY q " γpY q. Then:
The Z 8 summand is generated by tY p " Σpp, 2p´1, 2p`1q | 3 ď p, p oddu. In particular, the elements tY p | 3 ď p, p oddu are linearly independent in θ H 3 .
This implies the existence of a Z 8 subgroup of θ H 3 , a result originally due to Furuta [11] and Fintushel-Stern [8] , both building on the R-invariant introduced by Fintushel and Stern [7] using instantons. Fintushel and Stern [8] show that the collection tΣpp, q, pqn´1q | n ě 1u is linearly independent in θ H 3 for any relatively prime p, q, and Furuta's construction of Z 8 Ď θ H 3 is the special case p " 2, q " 3 of Fintushel and Stern's construction. However, we will see from Theorem 6.3 that the image of tΣpp, q, pqn´1q | n ě 1u in θ H 3 is contained in θ H-split ' Z, for any fixed p, q. In particular, the Z 8 subgroups that Furuta and Fintushel-Stern originally identified are not detected by Pinp2q-techniques. We then obtain the following corollary:
3 is infinitely-generated.
To our knowledge, Theorem 1.6 is the first proof of the existence of a Z 8 subgroup of θ H 3 using either monopoles or the technology of Heegaard Floer homology. The Fintushel-Stern R invariant also shows that Y p , for p odd, are linearly independent in the homology cobordism group [6] , but it does not show the splitting as in (14) . Theorem 1.6 follows from Theorem 1.4, once one finds a collection of Seifert integral homology spheres Y of projective type with dpY q{2`μpY q arbitrarily large:
Theorem 1.8 is proved using the technology of graded roots, introduced by Némethi [28] , and refinements of the method of graded roots for Seifert spaces in [3] , [17] . The proof is essentially borrowed from the partial calculation of HF`pY p q for even p by Hom, Karakurt, and Lidman [14] .
Other convenient choices of the generating set for Z 8 in Theorem 1.6 are possible, such as, for example, tΣp2, q, 2q`1q | q " 3 mod 4u. See Theorem 6.3 for a more precise statement.
Using Theorem 1.6, we may also obtain statements about knots. Endo showed in [6] that the smooth concordance group of topologically slice knots, denoted C T S , contains a Z 8 subgroup, using the Fintushel-Stern R-invariant. Using Theorem 1.6, we are able to reproduce Endo's result: Corollary 1.9. The pretzel knots Kp´p, 2p´1, 2p`1q, for odd p ě 3, are linearly independent in C T S .
Proof. We chose the Seifert spaces Y p in Theorem 1.6 instead of other possible generating sets because Y p are branched double covers of pretzel knots:
where Kp´p, 2p´1, 2p`1q is the pretzel knot of type p´p, 2p´1, 2p`1q. We note that the Alexander polynomial ∆ K pKp´p, 2p´1, 2p`1qq " 1 for all odd p. Thus, by [9] , Kp´p, 2p´1, 2p`1q are topologically slice. By Theorem 1.6, the present Corollary follows.
The subgroup that Endo identifies in C T S is identical to that of Corollary 1.9. Hom [16] much extended Endo's result, showing that C T S has a Z 8 summand, using the knot concordance invariant defined in [15] . Additionally, Ozsváth, Stipsicz, and Szabó [31] gave another proof that C T S has a Z 8 summand using the knot concordance invariant Υ.
Another natural question is whether the Manolescu invariants of a pair of three-manifolds determine the Manolescu invariants of the connected sum. This is not the case, as may be seen using Theorem 1.4. We take Y " Σp2, 3, 7q, noting (15) αpY q " 1, βpY q "´1, γpY q "´1, δpY q " 0, andμpY q " 1.
Then we haveδpY q " 1, and, by Theorem 1.4, the Manolescu invariants of 2pn`1qY and p2n`1qY are independent of n ě 0. Specifically,
αpp2n`1qY q " 1, βpp2n`1qY q "´1, γpp2n`1qY q "´1. Then the Manolescu invariants of 2nY and 2mY agree for n ą m ě 1. However, αp2nY #´2nY q " βp2nY #´2nY q " γp2nY #´2nY q " 0, while αp2nY #´2mY q " βp2nY #´2mY q " 0, γp2nY #´2mY q "´2. Thus, the Manolescu invariants of Y 1 and Y 2 do not determine those of the connected sum Y 1 #Y 2 .
1.3. Organization. The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review the definitions of the Manolescu invariants and local equivalence. In Section 3, we provide the algebraic part of the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In Section 4 we provide the algebraic-topological part of the proof of Theorem 1.4. In Section 5 we state the output of the constructions of [24] , and use the results of Sections 3 and 4 to obtain Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.4. In Section 6 we list applications, providing proofs of Theorems 1.3, 1.5 and 1.6. In Section 7 we give a brief introduction to graded roots, and in Section 8 we prove Theorem 1.8. Throughout the paper all homology will be taken with F :" Z{2 coefficients, unless otherwise specified.
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Spaces of type SWF
2.1. G-CW Complexes. In this section we recall the definition of spaces of type SWF from [24] , and introduce local equivalence. Spaces of type SWF are the output of the construction of the Seiberg-Witten Floer stable homotopy type of [24] and [25] ; see Section 5. The present section follows Section 2 of [37] prior to §2.3, which is new.
We briefly review here the equivariant topology we will need, and refer to Section 2 of [24] for further details.
A (finite) K-CW decomposition of a space pX, Aq with (left) K-action is a filtration pX n | n P Z ě0 q of X such that ‚ A Ă X 0 and X " X n for n sufficiently large. ‚ The space X n is obtained from X n´1 by attaching K-equivariant n-cells, copies of pK{HqD n , for H a closed subgroup of K.
When A is a point, we call pX, Aq a pointed K-CW complex. Let X be a pointed, finite K-CW complex for a compact Lie group K. Let EK denote the classifying space of K, and write EK`for EK with a disjoint base point. Further, for pointed K-CW complexes X 1 , X 2 , we define the equivariant smash product by
The reduced Borel homology and cohomology of X are defined by:
HK pXq "H˚pEK`^K Xq.
Borel homology and cohomology are invariants of K-equivariant homotopy equivalence.
Furthermore, the map π : EK`ˆK X Ñ EK`{K " BK`given by projection onto the first factor induces a map in cohomology π˚:H˚pBK`q " H˚pBKq ÑHKpXq. The map π˚gives HKpXq andH K pXq the structure of H˚pBKq-modules.
Let G " Pinp2q and BG its classifying space. In addition to the previous definition of G, one may think of G as the set S 1 Y jS 1 Ă H, where S 1 is the unit circle in the x1, iy plane, with group action on G induced from the group action of the unit quaternions. Manolescu shows in [24] that H˚pBGq " Frq, vs{pq 3 q, where deg q " 1 and deg v " 4, so H G pXq is naturally an Frq, vs{pq 3 qmodule for X a G-space. Moreover S 8 " SpH 8 q with its quaternion action is a free G-space. Since S 8 is contractible, we identify EG " S 8 .
We will also need to relate G-Borel homology and S 1 -Borel homology. Consider
the map given by quotienting by the action of j P G on BS has f˚pu´2 n q " v´n and f˚pu´2 n`1 q " 0, where u´n is the unique nonzero element of H˚pBS 1 q in degree 2n, and v´n is the unique nonzero element of H˚pBGq in degree 4n.
For X a pointed G-CW complex and V a finite-dimensional G-representation, we let V`denote the one-point compactification of V , and we call Σ V X " V`^X the suspension of X by V . We will need to use that Borel homology behaves well with respect to suspension:
We mention three irreducible representations of G which we will need:
‚ The trivial one-dimensional representation R.
‚ The one-dimensional real vector space on which j P G acts by´1, and on which S 1 acts trivially, denotedR. ‚ The quaternionic representation H, where G acts by left multiplication. Definition 2.3. Let s P Z. A space of type SWF at level s is a pointed, finite G-CW complex X with ‚ The S 1 -fixed-point set X S 1 is G-homotopy equivalent to pR s q`, the one-point compactification ofR s . ‚ The action of G on X´X S 1 is free.
We note that for a space X of type SWF,
Associated to a space X of type SWF at level s, we take the Borel cohomologyHGpXq, from which Manolescu [24] defines apXq, bpXq, and cpXq:
The well-definedness of a, b, and c follows from the Equivariant Localization Theorem. We list a version of this theorem for spaces of type SWF:
. Let X be a space of type SWF. Then the inclusion X S 1 Ñ X, after inverting v, induces an isomorphism of Frq, v, v´1s{pq 3 q-modules:
For X a space of type SWF, X is a finite G-complex and so we have thatHGpXq is finitely generated as an Frvs-module. In particular, the Frvs-torsion part ofHGpXq is bounded above in grading. Theorem 2.4 then implies: Fact 2.5. Let X be a space of type SWF. Then the inclusion ι : X S 1 Ñ X induces an isomorphism ι˚:HGpXq ÑHGpX
in cohomology in sufficiently high degrees. Dualizing, ι˚induces an isomorphism in homology in sufficiently high degrees
We note that Fact 2.5 implies
We also list an equivalent definition of a, b, and c from [24] , using homology:
Remark 2.6. The Manolescu invariants of [24] are defined in terms of a, b, and c, as we will review in Section 5.
Definition 2.7 (see [25] ). Let X and X 1 be spaces of type SWF, m, m 1 P Z, and n, n 1 P Q. We say that the triples pX, m, nq and pX 1 , m 1 , n 1 q are stably equivalent if n´n 1 P Z and there exists a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence, for some r " 0 and some nonnegative M P Z and N P Q:
Let E be the set of equivalence classes of triples pX, m, nq for X a space of type SWF, m P Z, n P Q, under the equivalence relation of stable G-equivalence
1
. The set E may be considered as a subcategory of the G-equivariant Spanier-Whitehead category [24] , by viewing pX, m, nq as the formal desuspension of X by m copies ofR and n copies of H. For pX, m, nq, pX 1 , m 1 , n 1 q P E, a map pX, m, nq Ñ pX 1 , m 1 , n 1 q is simply a map as in (21) that need not be a homotopy equivalence. We define Borel homology for pX, m, nq P E by
where, for a graded module M , M rss is defined by pM rssq i " M i`s . The well-definedness of (22) follows from Proposition 2.2.
Definition 2.8. We call X 1 , X 2 P E locally equivalent if there exist G-equivariant (stable) maps
ψ : X 2 Ñ X 1 , which are G-homotopy equivalences on the S 1 -fixed-point set. For such X 1 , X 2 , we write X 1 " l X 2 , and let LE denote the set of local equivalence classes.
Local equivalence is easily seen to be an equivalence relation. The set LE comes with an abelian group structure, with multiplication given by smash product, and inverses given by SpanierWhitehead duality.
We also define the invariants α, β, and γ associated to an element of E.
Definition 2.9. For rpX, m, nqs P E, we set
The invariants α, β and γ do not depend on the choice of representative of the class rpX, m, nqs P LE.
2.2.
Algebra and G-Spaces. Throughout this section X will denote a space of type SWF. Here we will review the construction of equivariant chain complexes associated to spaces of type SWF and recall the definition of chain local equivalence. From the group structure of G, C CW pGq ": G acquires an algebra structure. The algebra structure is determined by the multiplication map GˆG Ñ G from which we obtain a map
where j is the 0-cell that is the group element j P G, and s is the 1-cell s " te iθ | θ P p0, πqu.
In particular, j P C CW 0 pGq and s P C CW 1 pGq. The differential on G is given by Bs " 1`j 2 , and Bj " 0. A G-CW structure on X induces a CW structure on X, using the CW structure of G above. Indeed, each equivariant cell GˆD k of X may be decomposed into a union of ordinary CW 1 This convention is slightly different from that of [25] . The object pX, m, nq in the set of stable equivalence classes E, as defined above, corresponds to pX, , nq in the conventions of [25] . cells using the CW decomposition of G. The relative CW chain complex C CW pX, ptq inherits the structure of a G-chain complex via the map
That is, C CW pX, ptq is a module over G, such that, for z P C CW pX, ptq, and a P G, Bpazq " aBpzq`Bpaqz.
Example 2.10. We write down explicitly the G-chain complex structure on the CW chain complex C CW ppR t q`, ptq associated to pR t q`, a space of type SWF at level t. Note that the representation pR t q`admits a G-CW decomposition with 0-skeleton a copy of S 0 on which G acts trivially, and an i-cell c i of the form D iˆZ {2 for i with 1 ď i ď t. One of the two points of the 0-skeleton of pR t q`is fixed as the basepoint.
Identifying c i with its image in C CW ppR t q`, ptq, we have Bpc 0 q " 0, Bpc 1 q " c 0 , and Bpc i q " p1`jqc i´1 for i ě 2. The action of G is given by the relations jc 0 " c 0 , j 2 c i " c i for i ě 1, and sc i " 0 for all i (in particular, the CW cells of ppR t q`, ptq are precisely c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c t and jc 1 , . . . , jc t , and all of these are distinct).
Example 2.11. We find a CW decomposition for H`as a G-space and the corresponding G-chain complex structure. We write elements of H as pairs of complex numbers pz, wq " pr 1 e iθ 1 , r 2 e iθ 2 q in polar coordinates. The action of j is then given by jpz, wq " p´w,zq. Fix the point at infinity as the base point. We let p0, 0q be the (G-invariant) 0-cell labelled r 0 . We let y 1 be the G-1-cell given by the orbit of tpr 1 , 0q | r 1 ą 0u:
We take y 2 the G-2-cell given by the orbit of tpr 1 , r 2 q | r 1 r 2 ‰ 0u:
Finally, y 3 consists of the orbit of tpr 1 e iθ 1 , r 2 q | θ 1 P p0, πq, r 1 r 2 ‰ 0u:
We also find the G-chain complex structure of C CW pH`, ptq. One may check that the differentials are given by (26) Bpr 0 q " 0, By 1 " r 0 , By 2 " p1`jqy 1 , and By 3 " sy 1`p 1`jqy 2 .
The G-action on the fixed-point set, r 0 , is necessarily trivial. However, elsewhere the G-action on pH`, ptq is free, and so the submodule (not a subcomplex, however) of C CW pH`, ptq generated by y 1 , y 2 , y 3 is G-free, specifying the G-module structure of C CW pH`, ptq.
The G-chain complex structure on a smash product is given by:
with G-action given by:
Furthermore, the CW chain complex for the G-smash product X 1^G X 2 is given by:
We will write elements of the latter as x 1 b G x 2 . Note that Borel homologyH G pXq is calculated using a G-smash product, and so may be computed from the following chain complex:
In (30), we choose some fixed G-CW decomposition of EG to define C CW pEGq. Equation (30) shows that we may define G-Borel homology for G-chain complexes Z by:
and similarly for S 1 -Borel homology:
where C CW pS 1 q is viewed as a subcomplex of G. The definitions are compatible in that:
We note also that CC W pEGq, the dual of C CW pEGq, acts on C CW pEGq by a version of the cap product (see, for instance, [2] [ §V.3]). In particular, HpCC W pEGqq " Frq, vs{pq 3 q acts on
Definition 2.13. We call a G-chain complex Z a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF at level s if Z is generated by
subject to the following conditions
The element c i is of degree i, and tc 0 , c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c s u generates a subcomplex of Z. The only relations are j 2 c i " c i , sc i " 0, jc 0 " c 0 . The differentials are given by Bc 1 " c 0 , and Bc i " p1`jqc i´1 for 2 ď i ď s. Here I is some index set, and the submodule generated by tx i u iPI is free under the action of G. Moreover, for all i, deg x i ą s. We call the submodule generated by tc i u the fixed-point set of Z. We call p1`jqc s , for s ą 0, or c 0 for s " 0, the fundamental class of Z S 1 , in analogy with the usual fundamental class of pR s q`. Indeed, p1`jqc s (respectively, c 0 ) generates H s pZq -H s ppR s q`q for s ą 0 (respectively, s " 0).
Suspensionlike chain complexes of type SWF are to be thought of as reduced G-CW chain complexes of spaces to type SWF.
For Z a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF we define apZq, bpZq, cpZq as in (20) . That is,
Fact 2.14. If Z " C CW pX, ptq is the CW-chain complex of a G-space X, then apZq " apXq, bpZq " bpXq, cpZq " cpXq.
To introduce chain local equivalence, we will consider the CW chain complexes coming from suspensions.
For Z a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF, and V a G-representation a direct sum of copies of R,R and H, we define suspension by V by:
, we also introduced chain complexes of type SWF, but we will not have need of this more general definition here.
with the G-action as in (28) . Since suspension by V applied to a G-space X is the smash product V^X, and since the chain complex of a smash product is as in (27), we see:
As an example, we have C CW pR`, ptq " xr 1 y, on which G acts by jr 1 " r 1 , sr 1 " 0. Then:
We further note that C CW ppV b F W q`, ptq » C CW pV`, ptq b C CW pW`, ptq, where » denotes chain homotopy equivalence.
Definition 2.16. Let Z i be suspensionlike chain complexes of type SWF, m i P Z, n i P Q, for i " 1, 2. We call pZ 1 , m 1 , n 1 q and pZ 2 , m 2 , n 2 q chain stably equivalent if there exist M P Z, N P Q and maps
which are chain homotopy equivalences. In particular, the existence of a map as in (36) or (37) implies n 2´n1 P Z.
Remark 2.17. We do not consider suspensions by R, unlike in the case of stable equivalence for spaces, since by (35) , no new maps are obtained by suspending by R.
Chain stable equivalence is an equivalence relation, and we denote the set of chain stable equivalence classes by CE. Associated to a triple pX, m, nq P E, we obtain an element pC CW pXq, m, nq P CE, with C CW pXq a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF.
Remark 2.18. For X a space of type SWF, C CW pX, ptq need not be a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF. However, any class in E admits a representative pX, m, nq with C CW pX, ptq a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF. Definition 2.19. Let Z i be suspensionlike chain complexes of type SWF, m i P Z, n i P Q, for i " 1, 2. We call pZ 1 , m 1 , n 1 q and pZ 2 , m 2 , n 2 q chain locally equivalent if there exist M P Z, N P Q and maps
which are chain homotopy equivalences on the fixed-point sets.
We call a map as in (38) or (39) a chain local equivalence. Elements Z 1 , Z 2 P CE are chain locally equivalent if and only if there are chain local equivalences Z 1 Ñ Z 2 and Z 2 Ñ Z 1 . There are pairs of chain complexes with a chain local equivalence in one direction but not the other; these are not chain locally equivalent complexes.
Chain local equivalence is an equivalence relation, and we write rpZ, m, nqs cl for the chain local equivalence class of pZ, m, nq P CE. The set CLE of chain local equivalence classes is naturally an abelian group, with multiplication given by the tensor product (over F, with G-action as above). (This abelian group structure on CLE corresponds to connected sum in the homology cobordism group; see Fact 5.4). The inverse of an element pZ, 0, 0q of CLE is pZ˚, 0, 0q where Z˚denotes the chain complex dual to Z. The identity element 0 of CLE is pF, 0, 0q, where C CW pS 0 , ptq " F " xf 0 y is the G-module concentrated in degree 0 for which jf 0 " f 0 and sf 0 " 0.
In analogy with (22), we define Borel homology for elements of CE.
Proof. It suffices to show, for Z a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF, that
However, we have, by (27) ,
Then to show (40) we need only show
Indeed, C CW pEGq b F C CW pV`, ptq is the relative CW chain complex of Σ V EG`, a free G-space with nonzero homology only in degree dim V . As any two G-free resolutions are homotopy equivalent, we obtain C CW pEGq b F C CW pV`, ptq » C CW pEGqr´dim V s. Then we have
the Manolescu invariants of pZ, m, nq. The invariants α, β and γ do not depend on the choice of representative of the class rpZ, m, nqs.
Theorem 2.23 ([37]
). The map
given by sending pX, m, nq Ñ pC CW pX, ptq, m, nq descends to a homomorphism:
We will denote the element pZ, 0, 0q P CLE, for Z a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF, simply by Z.
2.3.
Ordering CLE. In the following section we depart from [37] and define a partial order on CLE.
Definition 2.24. The groups LE and CLE also come with a natural partial ordering. That is, we say X 1 ĺ X 2 if there exists a local equivalence X 1 Ñ X 2 or a local equivalence Σ 1 2 H X 1 Ñ X 2 , for X 1 , X 2 P LE. For pZ, m, nq P CLE, we write Σ H pZ, m, nq " pZ, m, n´1 2 q. For Z 1 , Z 2 P CLE, we say Z 1 ĺ Z 2 if there exists a chain local equivalence Z 1 Ñ Z 2 or if there exists a chain local equivalence Σ
We have:
Proof. We assume without loss of generality Z 1 " pZ 1 , 0, 0q, Z 2 " pZ 2 , 0, 0q, for suspensionlike chain complexes of type SWF Z 1 and Z 2 . A chain local equivalence φ :
We then have a commuting triangle, where ι 1 and ι 2 come from the inclusions
(44)
Diagram (44) also induces a commuting triangle in homology:
(45)
s in Remark 2.24 of [37] , a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF is chain stably equivalent to some C CW pX, ptq for X a space of type SWF. Then we may apply Fact 2.5 to see that ι 1,˚a nd ι 2,˚a re isomorphisms in sufficiently high degree. Thus φ˚must be an isomorphism in sufficiently high degree. Furthermore,
from (19) . Thus, if x P H G pZ 2 q is in Im v l for all l ě 0, there exists some y so that x " ι 2,˚y . By the commutativity of (45), ι 1,˚p yq ‰ 0. Applying the definitions (20), we see mpZ 2 q ě mpZ 1 q where m is any of a, b, c. Applying Definition 2.22, the Lemma follows.
A similar argument applies for a chain local equivalence φ : Σ 1 2 H Z 1 Ñ Z 2 , in which case one has:
Proof. If there exists a (stable) map: 
Inequalities for the Manolescu Invariants
In this section we will obtain bounds on the Manolescu invariants of tensor products of suspensionlike chain complexes. In Section 5 we will apply these results to obtain bounds on the Manolescu invariants of three-manifolds.
Calculating Manolescu Invariants from a Chain Complex.
We start by fixing a convenient G-CW decomposition of EG " SpH 8 q. Recalling Example 2.11, we have a G-CW decomposition for H`-S 4 " xr 0 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 y with differentials as in (26) . We then attach free G cells y 5 , y 6 , y 7 , with deg y i " i, where the attaching map of y i is the suspension of the attaching map of y i´4 . The result is a G-CW decomposition by cells tr 0 , y i u, for i ď 7, i ‰ 4, of S 8 -pH 2 q`. We can repeat this procedure to obtain a G-CW decomposition of ppH n q`, ptq for any n, by cells tr 0 , y i u iı0 mod 4 .
The unit sphere SpH n q admits a G-CW decomposition with G pi´1q-cells e i´1 " y i X SpH n q for i ď 4n´1.
In the limit, the e i provide a G-CW decomposition of SpH 8 q " EG. That is, there is a G-CW decomposition of EG with cells e 4i , e 4i`1 , e 4i`2 for i ě 0. The chain complex C CW pEGq is then the free G-module on e i with Bpe 0 q " 0, (46)
The reader may check that HpC CW pEGqq, for C CW pEGq as above, is a copy of F concentrated in degree 0. As all contractible free G-chain complexes are chain homotopy equivalent, all G-CW complexes for EG have CW chain complex chain homotopic to that given above. Fix a space X of type SWF so that Z " C CW pX, ptq is a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF. (By Remark 2.18, for any class in E there will be such a representative X). One may compute the reduced Borel homology of X in terms of Z, using (31) and (32) .
In particular, we show how to determine apZq, bpZq, cpZq from Z.
Lemma 3.1. Let Z be a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF at level t, with fundamental class f t P Z S 1 , of degree t, and A, B, C P Z ě0 . Then apZq ě 4A`t if and only if there exist elements x i P Z, deg x i " i, for all i with t`1 ď i ď t`4A´3 and i ı t`2 mod 4, so that
Also, bpZq ě 4B`t if and only if there exist elements x i P Z, deg x i " i, for all i with t`1 ď i ď t`4B´2 and i ı t`3 mod 4 so that
Also, cpZq ě 4C`t if and only if there exist elements x i P Z, deg x i " i, for all i with t`1 ď i ď t`4C´1 and i ı t mod 4 so that
Proof. By (19), we have, where ι˚:
Further, H G pZ S 1 q is given by:
which is an F-vector space with generators e i bf t in degree i`t for i such that i ě 0 and i ı 3 mod 4. Then apZq ě 4A`t is equivalent to e 4A´4 b f t being a boundary in
That is, apZq ě 4A`t is equivalent to the existence of some
so that Bpxq " e 4A´4 b f t , where x i P Z is of degree i. Writing out the differential of x, one obtains the conditions (47) of the Lemma. Similarly, bpZq ě 4B`t if and only if e 4B´3 b f t is a boundary, and cpZq ě 4C`t if and only if e 4C´2 b f t is a boundary, from which one obtains (48) and (49).
Lemma 3.2. Let Z be a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF at level t, so that cpZq ě 4C`t.
Proof. The chain complex C CW pΣ CH pR t q`, ptq consists of cells c 0 , . . . , c t constituting the S 1 -fixed point set, and has free cells x i , of degree i, for i " t`1, . . . , t`4C´1, for i ı t mod 4. The fundamental class of the subcomplex C CW ppR t q`, ptq is f t " p1`jqc t (if t ą 0, or f t " c 0 if t " 0). The differentials of the x i in C CW pΣ CH pR t q`, ptq are given exactly by the relations in (49). Then, since Z has elements satisfying (49), there exists a chain local equivalence
as needed.
The problem of computing the Manolescu invariants of tensor products (and, thus, connected sums, using Fact 5.4) then amounts to asking how to find towers of elements of the form (47)-(49) in Z 1 b F Z 2 from towers in Z 1 and Z 2 . Note that if Z 1 , Z 2 are suspensionlike G-chain complexes of type SWF at levels t 1 , t 2 respectively, then their product Z 1 b F Z 2 is of type SWF at level t 1`t2 . Remark 3.3. Say αpZq " γpZq " 0 for Z a chain complex of type SWF. Then Lemma 3.2 implies Z ľ 0 P CLE. By duality,´αpZq " γpZ˚q " 0, where Z˚is the dual of Z, so Z˚ľ 0. Combined, we see Z " 0 P CLE. That is, if Z P CLE has αpZq " γpZq " 0, then rZs cl " rC CW pS 0 , ptqs cl . Theorem 3.4. For Z 1 , Z 2 suspensionlike G-chain complexes of type SWF, we have:
Proof. Let Z i be at level t i for i " 1, 2. Then, by Lemma 3.2, C CW pΣ pcpZ 2 q´t 2 q 4 H pR t 2 q`, ptq ĺ Z 2 . By Lemma 2.26,
However,
H pR t 2 q`, ptq is, by definition, pZ 1 ,´t 2 ,´c
q.
By Lemma 2.25, M ppZ 1 ,´t 2 ,´c
where M is any of α, β, or γ. By Definition 2.22, we have γpZ 2 q " cpZ 2 q{2. Then, again using Definition 2.22, we see
Thus, we have obtained the right-hand inequalities of (51).
To obtain the left-hand inequalities, we recall from [24] [Proposition 2.13] that αpXq "´γpX˚q and βpXq "´βpX˚q where X is a space of type SWF and X˚is Spanier-Whitehead dual to X. The same argument as in [24] [Proposition 2.13] implies that, for Z a chain complex of type SWF, αpZq "´γpZ˚q and βpZq "´βpZ˚q where Z˚is the dual chain complex. The left-hand inequalities of (51) then follow by applying the right-hand inequalities to Z1 and Z2 , and using the above rules for duality.
Theorem 3.5. For Z 1 , Z 2 suspensionlike G-chain complexes of type SWF, we have:
Proof. We construct a tower of elements in Z 1 b F Z 2 satisfying (47) from towers in Z 1 and Z 2 satisfying (48). Say that Z 1 is at level t 1 and Z 2 is at level t 2 , and denote the fundamental class of Z S 1 1 by f t 1 and that of Z S 1 2 by f t 2 . Let tx i u i"t 1 ,...,bpZ 1 q´2 and ty i u i"t 2 ,...,bpZ 2 q´2 be sequences satisfying (48) for Z 1 , Z 2 , respectively. Then consider the sequence of elements:
. . . ,
One may verify that the sequence in (53) satisfies (47). In fact, the sequence in (53) generates a subcomplex that is just a subcomplex of Z 1 satisfying (47) smashed against Z S 1 2 . To lengthen the sequence, we then incorporate chains coming from Z 2 :
One confirms that the sequence specified by (53)-(54) satisfies (47), and this establishes
Using Definition 2.22, we obtain the right-hand inequality of (52). The left-hand side follows from duality, as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.
3.2.
Relationship with S 1 -invariants. We also recall the definition of the invariant d from [24] , analogous to the Frøyshov invariant of S 1 -equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer theory.
Definition 3.6. Let Z be a suspensionlike chain complex of type SWF at level t.
Remark 3.7. In [24] , d p is defined for coefficients in any field, rather than only F " Z{2. The invariant d in our notation is d 2 of [24] .
Analogous to the the calculation for a, b, and c in Lemma 3.1, we find a formula for dpZq. We obtain:
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3.1.
Definition 3.9. We let T D ptq denote the chain complex given by
where xtx i uy is the free G-module with generators x i , with the following requirements. We require that C CW ppR t q`, ptq Ď T D ptq is a subcomplex, where C CW ppR t q`, ptq is as in Example 2.10. Also, we set deg x i " i. The differentials of T D ptq are as in (56); namely, Bpx t`1 q is the fundamental class of pR t q`:
The differential of x i for i ą t`1 is given by Bpx i q " sp1`jq 2 x i´2 .
Fact 3.10. If t " 0, the chain complex T D ptq is the reduced CW complex of the unreduced suspensioñ ΣpS 2D´1 > S 2D´1 q, where S 1 acts on S 2D´1 by complex multiplication, and j interchanges the two copies of S 2D´1 (see Definition 4.1).
Fact 3.11. We have βpT D ptqq " t{2 and γpT D ptqq " t{2.
Proof. Let Q be the quotient complex T D ptq{T D ptq S 1 . By inspection BQ Ď p1`j 2 qQ. Then there is no pair of elements x 1 , x 2 P T D ptq so that Bx 1 " f t and Bx 2 " p1`jqx 1 . By (48) and (49), we obtain bpT D ptqq " cpT D ptqq " t. By Definition 2.22, we obtain the Fact.
The motivation for considering the complex T D ptq is that it is the "minimal" G-chain complex for a fixed d-invariant, as made precise in the following fact. Proof. The Fact follows immediately from Lemma 3.8.
We also recall the definition of the invariant δ from [24] , analogous to Definition 2.9.
Definition 3.13. For rpX, m, nqs P E, we set (57) δppX, m, nqq " dpC
The invariant δ does not depend on the choice of representative of the class rpX, m, nqs.
Proposition 3.14. For X 1 , X 2 P E, δpX 1 b X 2 q " δpX 1 q`δpX 2 q.
Proof. Entirely analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.4, we obtain
Additionally, δpXq "´δpX˚q, as in (1), where X˚denotes the dual of X. We then obtain:
completing the proof.
We next relate the Pinp2q-invariants to d. Proof. We will use the description of α from Lemma 3.1. Recall that EG is the total space of the universal S 1 -bundle, by forgetting the action of j P G. Viewed thus, the chains (58) e 0 , jpp1`jqe 2`s e 1 q, e 4 , jpp1`jqe 6`s e 5 q, e 8 , jpp1`jqe 10`s e 9 q, e 12 , . . .
descend to generators of homology in BS 1 " EGˆS1 tptu.
Say Z is at level t and let f t be the fundamental class of Z S 1 . Using (58) and repeating the proof of Lemma 3.1, dpZq is the degree of the minimal element of the form
That is, dpZq ě 4D`2`t if and only if e 4D bf t is a boundary. Further, dpZq ě 4D`t if and only if jpp1`jqe 4D´2`s e 4D´3 q b f t is a boundary. In particular, if, for some A ě 0, dpZq ě 4A`t´2, we have e 4A´4 b C CW pS 1 q f t is a boundary.
However, if
is a boundary, then e 4A´4 b f t P C CW pEGq b G Z is also a boundary. Thus apZq ě 4A`t, and so apZq ě dpZq. Thus, using Definition 2.22, the Proposition follows.
Manolescu Invariants of unreduced suspensions
4.1. Unreduced Suspensions. We draw from [24] the following calculation, which we will use in our application to Seifert fiber spaces.
Definition 4.1. Let G act freely on a finite G-CW complex X (not a space of type SWF). We call (59)ΣX " pr0, 1sˆXq{pp0, xq " p0, x 1 q and p1, xq " p1, x 1 q for all x, x 1 P Xq the unreduced suspension of X. The spaceΣX obtains a G-action by letting G act trivially on the r0, 1s factor. We makeΣX into a pointed space by setting p0, xq as the basepoint. ThenΣX is a space of type SWF, since pΣXq S 1 " S 0 , and away from pΣXq S 1 , G acts freely.
For X a free G-space, the cone of the inclusion map pΣXq S 1 ÑΣX is Σ R X`, where X`is X with a disjoint basepoint added. This gives the exact sequence, by taking Borel homology,
The termH G`1 pΣ R X`q is isomorphic toH G pX`q because of suspension-invariance of Borel homology with F-coefficients, from (17 
bpΣXq "mintd " 1 mod 4 | κd " 0u´1, (63) cpΣXq "mintd " 2 mod 4 | κd " 0u´2. (64) 4.2. Smash Products. In this section we compute the Manolescu invariants for smash products of the form (65)
This calculation will enable us to find the Manolescu invariants for connected sums of certain Seifert spaces in Section 5. We will find it convenient to write:
. . , n, where X i has a G-action given by S 1 acting by complex multiplication on each factor, and j acting by interchanging the sphere factors. Then:
We will use Gysin sequences in the proof of Theorem 4.2; for convenience we record the necessary fact here. As in [39] [ §III.2] there exists a Gysin sequence in homology for a G-space X:
ere, the map p1`jq¨´is the map sending a cycle rxs P H G pXq, with chain representative (not necessarily a cycle) x P H S 1 pXq, to rp1`jqxs P H S 1 pXq. The map π˚comes from the quotient π : EGˆS1 X Ñ EGˆG X. From (70), we obtain immediately: Fact 4.3. Let rxs P H G pXq so that p1`jq¨rxs " 0. Then rxs P Im q. Proof of Theorem 4.2. We will use the description in Section 4.1 to perform the required calculation. Let X " ‹ n i"1 X i , where ‹ n i"1 denotes the join. We note
Further, for each i, label one of the disjoint spheres of X i by S i,0 and the other by S i,1 . See Figures  1, 2 , and 3 for visualization of X. As in the figures, we consider X as if it were a polyhedron, with "points" the X i and "faces" (edges, etc.) the joins of subsets of tX i u. We write F pk 1 ,...,knq " ‹ n i"1 S i,k i , where k i P t0, 1u for all i P t1, . . . , nu, for the "face" spanned by S i,k i (see Figure 3) . By Fact 3.12, δpΣX i q "δ i . Proposition 3.14 then implies (66).
Proof of (67). We observe that S 2 ř n i"1δ i´1 » ‹ n i"1 S i,0 Ď X, as S 1 -spaces, where the action on both sides is given by complex multiplication. We then have a map: (72) is the characteristic class map κ˚,
as a G-bundle, so using Fact 2.1, we have:
Figure 3:
The join X for n " 3. Here, we only notate a few of the faces.
Here U´i, for i, N ě 0, is the unique element of H˚pCP N q so that U i pU´iq " 1, where 1 is the unique nonzero element of H 0 pCP N q, and similarly q´i, v´i are, respectively, the unique elements of H˚pBGq so that q i pq´iq " 1 " v i pv´iq, where 1 P H 0 pBGq is nonzero. Then Im κ˚must be nonzero in degree 4t
However, κ d must be zero in all degrees d ě 4t
u`4, since dim X " 2 ř n i"1δ i´1 . Thus, using Definition 2.9:
giving (67).
Proof of (68). We have a (G-equivariant) map φ β : S 2 ř n´1 i"1δ i´1ˆS 0 Ñ X (where j acts by interchanging the factors S 2 ř n´1 i"1δ i´1 ) given by the inclusion
We will use the map φ β to find classes in H˚pBGq in the image of κ˚in degree congruent to 1 mod 4.
Let
q, where L is the set of all pn´1q-tuples of distinct elements of t1, . . . , nu. In the analogy from the start of the proof, F n´1 is the "pn´1q-skeleton" of X.
Note that associated to a linear subspace C K Ď C N , there is an S 1 -equivariant submanifold S 2K´1 Ď S 2N´1 . That is, there is a map from GrpK, N q, the space of all K-planes in C N , to the space of all submanifolds S 2K´1 Ď S 2N´1 . We will call an embedded sphere obtained from a linear subspace this way a linear sphere. We also see that the inclusion The homotopy from S 1,0 to jS 1,0 in the case n " 2. The sphere S 1,0 is homotopic to a copy of S 2δ 1´1 Ď S 2,0 in F p00q » S 1,0 ‹ S 2,0 » S 2pδ 1`δ2 q´1 . Furthermore, S 2δ 1´1 Ď S 2,0 is homotopic to S 1,1 in F p10q . Thus, we have found a homotopy ‹ n´1 i"1 S i,0 Ñ jp‹ n´1 i"1 S i,0 q for n " 2.
Since GrpK, N q is connected, we see that any two linear spheres S 2K´1 Ñ F pk 1 ,...,knq , with K ď ř n i"1δ i , are homotopic in F pk 1 ,...,knq , through linear spheres. Further, we note that for any ‹ n´1 i"1 S l i ,k l i Ă F pk 1 ,...,knq , there exists some linear sphere
for all K ď ř n´1 i"1δ i (here we have usedδ 1 ď¨¨¨ďδ n ). In particular, fixing K ď ř n´1 i"1δ i , we have a linear sphere S as in (74). Then S is S 1 -equivariantly homotopic (through linear spheres, in F pk 1 ,...,knq ) to a copy of
for any other sequence of integers 1 ď l 1 1 ă¨¨¨ă l 1 n´1 ď n. Inductively then, S is homotopic to a subset of
for any sequences l 2 P L, and k 1 i P t0, 1u, in X. It follows that there exists a homotopy from ‹ and let ι˚denote the map on homology induced by the inclusion:
Then, as in the argument proving (67), we have κ˚pι˚pΦ α" v´t
We check that ι˚pΦ α q is in the image of q (for the action of q on H˚pX{Gq). Indeed, we have that p1`jq¨ι˚pΦ α q, viewed as a class of X{S 1 , is zero by the above homotopy from ‹ Thus, there exists some class Φ X β P H G pXq so that qΦ X β " ι˚pΦ α q. It follows that κ˚pΦ X β q must be nonzero, and we obtain q´1v´t ř n´1 i"1δ i´1 2 u P Im κ˚. Using (63), we see: i"1 S i,0 q, for n " 3. In F p000q we have S 1,0 ‹ S 2,0 » S 2pδ 1`δ2 q´1 homotopic to a copy S 1 of S 2pδ 1`δ2 q´1 contained in S 2,0 ‹ S 3,0 . The sphere S 1 is then homotopic in F p100q to S 2 Ď S 1,1 ‹ S 3,0 . In F p110q , S 2 is homotopic to S 3 Ď S 1,1 ‹ S 2,1 , so we have constructed a homotopy ‹ 2 i"1 S i,0 Ñ jp‹ 2 i"1 S i,0 q, as needed. A similar procedure applies for n ě 4.
Using the Definition 2.9 of β, that is:
By Theorem 3.4, (77) βpΣXq ď αpΣp‹ n´1 i"1 X i qq`βpΣX n q ď Ep ř n´1 i"1δ i q`0. Here we have used Fact 3.11 to see βpΣX n q " 0. Finally, (76) and (77) together imply (68).
Proof of (69). We again apply the Gysin sequence after constructing a homotopy. Repeating the argument from (68), we construct a homotopy, where I is the unit interval:
i"1δ i´1 Ñ X so that ψp0,´q is a linear sphere:
, and so that ψp1,´q is a linear sphere:
Following the argument of (68), we see that we may choose ψ to lie entirely within F n´1 , the "pn´1q-skeleton" of X. The construction of ψ gives that it is a composition of homotopies in the faces: F n´1 pk 1 ,...,knq " F n´1 X F pk 1 ,...,knq , so that in each F pk 1 ,...,knq , ψ is a homotopy through linear spheres. The tetrahedron corresponding to the face F p0000q , where n " 4. In this example, the image of ψ 1 is contained in S 1,0 ‹ S 2,0 ‹ S 3,0 , and ψ 1 takes a sphere in S 1,0 ‹ S 2,0 to a sphere in S 2,0 ‹ S 3,0 . Further, for this example, L 1 " p1, 2, 4q, and L 2 " p2, 3, 4q. The path followed by ψ L is pictured.
We will construct a homotopy from ψ to jψ (perhaps up to reparameterization in the domain). Knowing that the homotopy ψ was constructed by combining homotopies in the "faces" F pk 1 ,...,knq , we constuct a homotopy from ψ to jψ by considering homotopies between homotopies in the "faces".
..,knq where 1 ď l 1 ă¨¨¨ă l n´2 ď n, and S » S 2K´1 for some K ď ř n´2 i"1δ i . Let ψ 1 be a homotopy, through linear spheres, in F pk 1 ,...,knq , from S to some
and so that L i and L i`1 differ in only one place; see Figure 6 . Then there exists a homotopy:
so that ψ L p0,´q is the inclusion of S and ψ L p1,´q is ψ 1 p1,´q, and so that:
sˆS is constructed exactly as in the proof of (68). Next, let ψĹ : IˆS Ñ F pk 1 ,...,knq be given by ψĹ px, yq " ψ L p1´x, yq. Consider the concatenation
obtained by applying ψ 1 and then running ψ L backwards. Since Im Hp0,´q " Im Hp1,´q, we see that H corresponds to a loop in GrpK´1, ř n i"1δ i´1 q. However, π 1 pGrpK´1, ř n i"1δ i´1" 1, from which we see that H is null-homotopic. That is, ψ 1 is homotopic to ψ L (again, perhaps up to reparameterization in the domain), as needed.
As in the proof of (68), we compose a sequence of the ψ 1 to ψ L homotopies to see that ψ is homotopic to jψ, as in Figure 7 . Concatenating the reverse pjψq´and ψ, we obtain a map: i"1δ i´1 we obtain a map:
Here S 1˜S2 ř n´2
i"1δ i´1 is a space obtained by gluing the ends of I˜S 2 ř n´2 i"1δ i´1 . The map ι descends to quotients by S 1 and G to give maps ι S 1 and ι G , respectively. Now that we have constructed the homotopy between ψ and jψ, we repeat the Gysin sequence argument we have already used in proving (68).
Let Φ α denote the fundamental class of
We have that p1`jq¨Φ α " 0 as a homology class in H S 1 pS 1˜S2 ř n´2
i"1δ i´1 q, since the homotopy ψ takes Φ α to jΦ α . Then Φ α , viewed as a class in H G pS 1˜S2 ř n´2 i"1δ i´1 q, is in Im q. Let Φ β denote the fundamental class of pS
i"1δ i´1 q is the only class in degree 2 ř n´2 i"1δ i´1 , so qΦ β " Φ α . Our next goal will be to show that p1`jq¨ι G,˚Φβ " 0, as a class in H S 1 pXq.
Note that a chain representative C of Φ β in pS 1˜S2 ř n´2
i"1δ i´1 q{S 1 is the relative fundamental class of pr0, i"1δ i´1 q{S 1 , the domain of ψ. We see from the figure that the quotient by the action of Z{2 " G{S 1 takes pr0, i"1δ i´1 q and jψpr0, 1sˆS
are homotopic in X. By Fact 4.3, we have ι G,˚Φβ " qΦ X γ for some Φ X γ P H G pXq. As in the argument for (68) we note that κ˚ι G,˚p Φ α q ‰ 0, since κ˚ι G,˚i s the characteristic class map for S 1˜S2 ř n´2 i"1δ i´1 as a G-bundle. Then κ˚ι G,˚p Φ β q is nonzero, because κ˚ι G,˚m ust be Frq, vs{pq 3 q-equivariant. Similarly, we see κ˚pΦ X γ q P H˚pBGq must be nonzero, from which we obtain q´2v´t ř n´2 i"1δ i´1 2 u P Im κ˚.
Thus:
From Theorem 3.4, we have the inequalities (using 0 ď γpΣpX n´1 ‹ X nď βpΣX n´1 q`βpΣX n q " 0):
(80) γpΣXq ď αpΣp‹ n´2 i"1 X i qq`γpΣpX n´1 ‹ X nď Ep ř n´2 i"1δ i q`0. Finally, (79) and (80) imply (69).
Manolescu Invariants for Connected Sums of Seifert Spaces
First, we recall the output of Manolescu's construction in [24] : Theorem 5.1 (Manolescu [24] , [25] ). There is an invariant SWF pY, sq, the Seiberg-Witten Floer spectrum class, of rational homology three-spheres with spin structure pY, sq, taking values in E. A spin cobordism pW, tq, with
The induced map is a homotopy-equivalence on S 1 -fixed-point sets.
Manolescu [24] constructs SWF pY, sq by using a finite-dimensional approximation to the SeibergWitten equations on Y . That is, SWF pY, sq is constructed by looking at approximations to the Seiberg-Witten equations on certain finite-dimensional subspaces V λ , for λ P R, of the global Coulomb slice. These approximations define, for each λ, a flow φ λ on the vector space V λ . Manolescu [23] shows that there is a certain isolated invariant set associated to the flows φ λ .
Associated to any isolated invariant set S of a flow pM, φq on a manifold M , Conley [5] constructed a pointed homotopy type IpSq, an invariant of the triple pM, φ, Sq. Manolescu then defines SWF pY, sq as (a suitable desuspension of) the Conley index IpSq associated to the isolated invariant set of pV λ , φ λ q. The approach by finite-dimensional approximation allows one to avoid the need to introduce perturbations or to use the blowup construction of [18] . Definition 5.2. For pY, sq a spin rational homology three-sphere, the Manolescu invariants αpY, sq, βpY, sq, and γpY, sq are defined by αpSWF pY, sqq, βpSWF pY, sqq, and γpSWF pY, sqq, respectively.
Theorem 5.3 ([24]
). Let pY, sq be a spin rational homology three-sphere, and let´Y denote Y with orientation reversed. Then αpY, sq "´γp´Y, sq, βpY, sq "´βp´Y, sq, γpY, sq "´αp´Y, sq.
Furthermore δpY, sq "´δp´Y, sq.
We also recall that chain local equivalence classes behave well under connected sum: Proof of Theorem 1.2. It follows from Definition 5.2 and Proposition 3.15 that δpY, sq ď αpY, sq. The inequality γpY, sq ď δpY, sq then follows from Theorem 5.3.
Next, we specialize to Seifert spaces to acquire Theorem 1.4 of the Introduction. First we recall some notation associated with Seifert spaces.
We let the standard fibered torus of type pa, bq, for integers a ą 0, b, be the mapping torus of the automorphism of the disk D 2 given by rotation by 2πb{a. Let D 2 a be the standard disk with orbifold structure where Z{a acts by rotation by 2π{a; the origin is then an orbifold point, with multiplicity a. The standard fibered torus is naturally a circle bundle over the orbifold D 2 a . Let f : Y Ñ P be a circle bundle over an orbifold P , and x P P an orbifold point of multiplicity a. If a neighborhood of the fiber of x is equivalent, as an orbifold circle bundle, to the standard fibered torus of type pa, bq, we say that Y has local invariant b at x.
We call a closed three-manifold Y a Seifert fiber space if it may be written as a disjoint union of circles, so that a neighborhood of any circle is homeomorphic to a standard fibered torus. Such a decomposition gives Y the structure of a circle bundle Y Ñ P , for P an orbifold surface with singularities coming from the Z{a action above. We restrict attention to Seifert spaces with orientable base |P | (The desingularization of the P )
3
.
3 There are also Seifert fibered rational homology spheres with base orbifold RP 2 , and some of them do not have a Seifert structure over S 2 . These are not considered in this paper. None of them are integral homology spheres.
For a i P Z ě1 , let Spa 1 , . . . , a k q denote the orbifold with underlying space S 2 and k orbifold points, with corresponding multiplicities a 1 , . . . , a k . Fix b i P Z with gcdpa i , b i q " 1 for all i. We let Σpb, pb 1 , a 1 q, . . . , pb k , a kdenote the circle bundle over Spa 1 , . . . , a k q with first Chern class b and local invariants b i . We define the degree of the Seifert space Σpb, pb 1 , a 1 
Finally, we call a space Σpb, pb 1 , a 1 
is negative (positive). We note that the orientation reversal of a positive space is negative, and vice versa. The spaces Σpb, pb 1 , a 1 q, . . . , pb k , a kof nonzero degree are rational homology spheres.
Definition 5.5. We call a negative Seifert rational homology three-sphere with spin structure pY, sq of projective type if, for some constants d, n, m, a i , m i ,
We focus on Seifert spaces of projective type because their chain local equivalence class is simplest, as given by the following theorem from [37] . Its proof is based on the description of the monopole moduli space on Seifert spaces from [27] .
Theorem 5.6 ([37]
). Let pY, sq be a negative Seifert rational homology three-sphere of projective type as in (81), and dpY, sq the Heegaard Floer correction term. Then, for some s P Q,
If Y is an integral homology three-sphere, the quantity s is n "μpY q. Moreover, for pY, sq any negative Seifert integral homology sphere, not necessarily of projective type, αpY q " EpdpY q{2`μpY qq´μpY q, βpY q " γpY q "´μpY q. 
In Theorem 4.2, we computed α, β, and γ for the right-hand side of (83), completing the proof.
Applications
We use Theorem 1.4 to obtain Theorem 1.5 of the Introduction: Proof of Theorem 1.5. DefineδpY i q by dpY i q{2`μpY i q. Assume without loss of generality that δpY 1 q ď¨¨¨ďδpY n q. We have, by Theorem 1.4:
Since we assumedδpY i q ě 2 for at least two distinct i, we haveδpY n´1 q ě 2, so:
Furthermore, in order for a Seifert fiber space Y to be a rational homology sphere, it must fiber over an orbifold with underlying space either RP 2 or S 2 .
Negative Seifert integral homology spheres Z have βpZq´γpZq " 0, so Y is not homology cobordant to any negative Seifert integral homology sphere. Using Theorem 1.4 again, we similarly obtain αpY q´βpY q ě 2. But positive Seifert spaces have αpZq " βpZq, using Theorems 5.3 and 5.6. Thus Y is not homology cobordant to any positive Seifert space, completing the proof. Definition 6.1. We call a rational homology three-sphere with spin structure pY, sq H-split if αpY, sq " βpY, sq " γpY, sq, in analogy to the concept of K-split from [25] . We note from Theorem 1.1 that the subset θ H-split of H-split homology cobordism classes is a subgroup of θ H 3 . Lemma 6.2. Let Y " Y 1 # . . . #Y n be a connected sum of negative Seifert integral homology spheres of projective type Y i , withδpY 1 q ď¨¨¨ďδpY n q. ThenδpY n q is determined by rY s P θ H 3 . That is, δpY n q is a homology cobordism invariant of Y 1 # . . . #Y n among connected sums of negative Seifert integral homology spheres of projective type.
Proof. We show how to determineδpY n q from Y . First, we note that Y is H-split if and only if δpY n q " 0 using (10)- (13), so we may assume from now on thatδpY n q ě 1. Consider Y #Σp2, 3, 11q (recalling that dpΣp2, 3, 11qq " 2, andμpΣp2, 3, 11qq " 0). We have:
IfδpY n q is even, then the difference in (84) isδpY n q, while ifδpY n q is odd, (84) isδpY n q`1 if ř n´1 i"1δ pY i q is even, orδpY n q´1 otherwise. IfδpY n q is even, the difference in (85) isδpY n q, while if δpY n q is odd, (85) isδpY n q´1 if ř n´1 i"1δ pY i q is even, orδpY n q`1 otherwise. In particular, we observe that αpY q, βpY q, αpY #Σp2, 3, 11qq, and βpY #Σp2, 3, 11qq determinẽ δpY n q.
We show the existence of a summand of a certain subgroup of the homology cobordism group. Let θ SF P denote the subgroup of θ H 3 generated by negative Seifert spaces of projective type. Theorem 6.3. Let θ H-split,SF P " θ H-split X θ SF P . The group θ SF P splits into a direct sum
Proof. Here the rightmost direct sum runs over all positive x for which there exists a negative Seifert integral homology sphere Y of projective type withδpY q " x. Let H be the free abelian group with generators e i , for each i P Z ą0 . The group H is isomorphic to Z 8 . We define a homomorphism ψ : θ SF P Ñ H. For Y a negative Seifert integral homology sphere of projective type withδpY q ą 0, we define ψpY q " eδ pY q , while ifδpY q " 0, we set ψpY q " 0. To define ψ on all of θ SF P we extend linearly. To establish that ψ is a homomorphism, we need only show that the set (with multiplicity) tδpY 1 q, . . . ,δpY n qu associated to Y " Y 1 # . . . #Y n is indeed a homology cobordism invariant of Y , i.e. that it does not depend on how we express Y as a connected sum of Seifert integral homology spheres in θ SF P .
Say we have an identity in θ SF P among (not necessarily negative) Seifert spaces of projective type:
We need to show ř ψpY i q " ř ψpZ i q. To do so, by rearranging (87) we may assume that all the Y i , Z j are negative Seifert spaces. We assume without loss of generality thatδpY 1 q ď¨¨¨ďδpY n q andδpZ 1 q ď¨¨¨ďδpZ m q, and that n ď m.
By Lemma 6.2,δpY n q "δpZ m q. By Theorem 5.6, rSWF pZ m #´Y n qs cl " rpS 0 , 0,μ pZ m q´μpY n q 2 qs cl .
Thus, subtracting Y n from both sides of (87), we obtain:
The right-hand side of (88) is rSWF pp# pμpYnq´μpZmqq Σp2, 3, 5qq#Z 1 # . . . #Z m´1 qs cl , using dpΣp2, 3, 5qq " 2 andμpΣp2, 3, 5qq "´1.
We repeat the use of Lemma 6.2 to findδpY n´i q "δpZ m´i q for all i ď n. This gives finally that Z 1 # . . . #Z m´n must be H-split, and so in particularδpZ i q " 0 for all i ď m´n. This shows that ř m i"1 ψpZ i q " ř n i"1 ψpY i q, whence ψ is well-defined on θ SF P . It is clear that ψ is surjective onto the À txą0|DY,δpY q"xu Z factor, with kernel θ H-split,SF P , giving the splitting stated in the Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. By Theorem 8.9, for all N ą 0 there exists some negative Seifert space of projective type Y for whichδpY q " N . Theorem 1.6 then follows from Theorem 6.3. However, other generators for à txą0|DY,δpY q"xu Z are easier to find, using results of Némethi (we use Y p from Theorem 8.9 in order to obtain Corollary 1.9). We record a different generating set, starting with some notation from [29] . Let, for relatively prime p and q, S p,q Ă Z ě0 denote the semigroup S p,q " tap`bg | pa, bq P Z 2 ě0 u, and
Then Némethi [29] shows
Reversing orientation, we have:
Then Definition 5.5 implies that Σpp, q, pqn`1q is of projective type, and Theorem 5.6 gives, for n odd, α g´1 " dpΣpp, q, pqn`1qq{2`μpΣpp, q, pqn`1qq.
Fixing p " 2, we note that the complement of S p,q is precisely ts | s ă q, s oddu. We see from the definition of α g´1 that α g´1 " t q`1 4 u. We then have that tΣp2, q, 2q`1q | q ą 1, oddu attains all positive values ofδ " d{2`μ. By Theorem 6.3, Σp2, 4k`3, 8k`7q then span a Z 8 summand of θ SF P .
Proof of Corollary 1.7. By the calculation in [24] , for all k ě 1, dpΣp2, 3, 12k´1qq " 2,μpΣp2, 3, 12k´1q " 0, dpΣp2, 3, 12k´7q " 2,μpΣp2, 3, 12k´7q "´1. In particular, by Theorem 5.6, rΣp2, 3, 12k´7qs cl is independent of k. Furthermore, rΣp2, 3, 12k´7qs P θ H-split for all k ě 1. However, Furuta [11] shows Σp2, 3, 6k´1q are linearly independent in θ H 3 . Then tΣp2, 3, 12k´7qu kě1 generates a Z 8 subgroup of θ H-split , as needed.
We establish Theorem 1.3 of the Introduction, using Theorem 4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Fact 3.12, for X a space of type SWF at level t the complex C CW pXq must contain a copy of T " T pdpXq´tq{2 ptq. We recall, by Fact 3.10, that T is chain locally equivalent to Σ tRΣ pS dpXq´t´1 > S dpXq´t´1 q.
Theorem 4.2 then shows:
Let pX, g, hq " SW F pY, sq, and let X be of type SWF at level t. Then δpY, sq " dpXq{2´g{2´2h. 
Using Epxq ě x, we see:
δp# n pY, sqq " nδpY, sq.
From (92), we obtain:
where C is some constant depending on Y (but not n). However, by Theorem 1.2, γp# n pY, sqq ď δp# n pY, sqq " nδpY, sq, from which we obtain that γp# n pY, sqq´nδpY, sq is a bounded function of Figure 9 : Example of a graded root.
n. Using the properties of α, β, and γ under orientation reversal we find that αp# n pY, sqq´nδpY, sq is also a bounded function of n. Since γp# n pY, sqq ď βp# n pY, sqq ď αp# n pY, sqq, we also obtain that βp# n pY, sqq´nδpY, sq is a bounded function of n.
Graded Roots
In this section we collect the preliminaries needed to show Theorem 1.8. We use graded roots, which were introduced by Némethi [28] in order to study the Heegaard Floer homology of plumbed manifolds. The graded roots of Seifert spaces were studied in [3] , [17] . Our brief introduction to graded roots will follow [14, §4] extremely closely. ‚ χpuq´χpvq "˘1, if u, v are adjacent. ‚ χpuq ą mintχpvq, χpwqu if u and v are adjacent and u and w are adjacent. ‚ χ is bounded below. ‚ For all k P Z, χ´1pkq is finite. ‚ For k sufficiently large, |χ´1pkq| "´1.
Some examples of graded roots are featured in Figure 9 . Graded roots are specified, up to degree shift, by a finite sequence, as follows. Let ∆ : t0, . . . , N u Ñ Z, and define τ ∆ : t0, . . . , N u Ñ Z by the recurrence:
τ ∆ pn`1q´τ ∆ pnq " ∆pnq, with τ ∆ p0q " 0.
For each n P t0, . . . , N`1u, let R n be the graph with vertex set tτ pnq, τ pnq`1, . . . u, with edges between k and k`1 for all k ě τ pnq. The graded root associated to τ ∆ is the infinite tree obtained by identifying the common edges and vertices of R n and R n`1 for each n P t0, . . . , N`1u; call this tree Γ ∆ . We define the grading function χ ∆ on Γ ∆ by setting χ ∆ pvq to be the integer corresponding to v (this integer is independent of which tree R n we consider v as a vertex of, by the construction). Notice that lengthening ∆ by assigning 0 to tN`1, . . . , M u, for some M ą N does not change the graded root determined by ∆.
To a graded root pΓ, χq is associated a graded FrU s-module HpΓ, χq. We define HpΓ, χq by the F-vector space with generators the vertices of Γ. The element of HpΓ, χq corresponding to a vertex v P Γ has grading 2χpvq. The FrU s-module structure is given by setting U v to be the sum of all vertices w adjacent to v with χpwq " χpvq´1. [17] define an abstract delta sequence as a pair pX, ∆q with X a well-ordered finite set, and ∆ : X Ñ Z´t0u, with ∆ positive on the minimal element of X. As we saw in §7.1, an abstract delta sequence specifies a graded root up to a grading shift.
Delta Sequences. Karakurt and Lidman
To connect graded roots back to topology: Némethi associates a graded root to any manifold belonging to a large family of plumbed manifolds (including Brieskorn spheres). The corresponding FrU s-module HpΓ, χq is isomorphic to HF`p´Y q up to a grading shift. Can and Karakurt [3] simplify the method for Seifert homology spheres. In the proof of Theorem 8.9 we will use their reformulation.
In particular, we review the abstract delta sequence pX Y , ∆ Y q of an arbitrary Brieskorn sphere Y " Σpp, q, rq, following [3] . Set N Y " pqr´pq´pr´qr. Let S Y be the intersection of the semigroup on the generators pq, pr, qr with r0, N Y s. Set
and Note furthermore that ∆ Y pxq "´∆ Y pN Y´x q for x P X Y .
Can and Karakurt show
S Y and Q Y are disjoint. Define ∆ Y : X Y Ñ t´1, 1u by ∆ Y " 1 on S Y and´1 on Q Y . It
7.3.
Operations on Delta Sequences. Different abstract delta sequences may correspond to the same graded root. For instance, Let pX, ∆q be an abstract delta sequence. Fix t ě 2 and z P X with |∆pzq| ě t. Choose n 1 , . . . , n t P Z, so that the sign of all n i is the same as that of ∆pzq and so that n 1`¨¨¨`nt " ∆pzq. From this data we construct an abstract delta sequence wtih the same graded root as pX, ∆q. Let X 1 " X{z Y tz 1 , . . . , z t u for some new elements z 1 ď¨¨¨ď z t taking the place of z in X. Define ∆ 1 : X 1 Ñ Z by ∆ 1 pxq " ∆pxq for x P X{tzu and by ∆ 1 pz i q " n i for all i. We call pX 1 , ∆ 1 q a refinement of pX, ∆q, and pX, ∆q a merge of pX 1 , ∆ 1 q. Definition 7.3. We call an abstract delta sequence pX, ∆q reduced if it has no consecutive positive or negative values of ∆ (this is the same as pX, ∆q not admitting any merges). Every abstract delta sequence admits a unique reduced form. We call an abstract delta sequence expanded if it does not admit any refinement (this is equivalent to all values of ∆ being˘1).
It is more convenient to work with reduced delta sequences, but we saw in Section 7.2 that the abstract delta sequence associated to Brieskorn spheres is expanded, so we will need a way to explicitly write the reduced form of pX Y , ∆ Y q. This will be handled in Section 8 using several lemmas from [14] .
7.4. Successors and Predecessors. Let pX, ∆q be an abstract delta sequence. Let S Ă X be the set on which ∆ is positive, and Q Ă X the set on which ∆ is negative. For x P X, we define the positive successor suc`pxq " min tx 1 P S | x ă x 1 u and negative successor suc´pxq " min tx 1 P Q | x ă x 1 u. The sequence pX, ∆q is reduced if and only if for all x P S:
x ă suc´pxq ď suc`pxq, and, for all x P Q: x ă suc`pxq ď suc´pxq. We also define pre˘pxq, the positive and negative predecessors, analogously.
We will need a specific model for the reduced form of pX, ∆q. First, we need a few further pieces of notation. For x P S, let π`pxq " maxtz P S | z ă suc´pxqu and π´pxq " mintz P S | z ą pre´pxqu.
For y P Q, let η`pyq " maxtz P Q | z ă suc`pyqu and η´pyq " mintz P Q | z ą pre`pyqu. Now defineS " tπ`pxq | x P Su (noting that S contains one element for each maximal interval of elements of X on which ∆ is positive). Similarly, defineQ " tη´pyq | y P Qu. Then setX "S YQ. We define∆ onS by∆ pπ`pxqq " The pair pX,∆q is the reduced form of pX, ∆q. Note, in particular, that we may considerX as a subset of X.
7.5. Tau Functions and Sinking Delta Sequences. Let sucpxq be mintx 1 P X | x ă x 1 u, and let x min , x max be the minimal and maximal elemetns of X. For an abstract delta sequence pX, ∆q, we define τ ∆ as in (94) by:
τ ∆ psucpxqq´τ ∆ pxq " ∆pxq, with τ ∆ px min q " 0.
Let X`" X Y tx`u where x`" sucpx max q. The function τ ∆ is then defined on X`. We call τ ∆ the tau function associated to the abstract delta sequence pX, ∆q.
Definition 7.4 ([14]
). Let pX, ∆q be an abstract delta sequence and pX,∆q its reduced form. We call pX, ∆q sinking if the following hold.
‚ The maximal element x max of X belongs to Q (i.e. ∆px max q ă 0). ‚ For all x PS,∆pxq ď |∆psuc´pxqq|. ‚∆ppre`px maxă |∆px max q|.
Sinking delta sequences will be significant to us because of the following Proposition, which follows immediately from Definition 7.4. Proposition 7.5 (Proposition 4.7 [14] ). A sinking delta sequence attains its minimum at and only at its last element.
7.6. Symmetric Delta Sequences. There is a symmetry in Figure 9 obtained by reflecting the graded roots across the vertical axis. This symmetry holds for graded roots of all Seifert integral homology spheres. For simplicity, write ∆ " xk 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n y for the function ∆ : X Ñ Z{t0u, where X is a finite well-ordered set, and k 1 is the value of ∆ on the minimal element of X, k 2 is the value of ∆ on the successor of the minimal element of X, and so on. Definition 7.6. Let pX, ∆q be an abstract delta sequence with ∆ " xk 1 , . . . , k n y. Define the symmetrization of pX, ∆q by the abstract delta sequence ∆ sym " xk 1 , . . . , k n ,´k n , . . . ,´k 1 q. We call a delta sequence ∆ symmetric if ∆ " p∆ 1 q sym for some delta sequence ∆ 1 . Definition 7.7. For delta sequences ∆ 1 " xk 1 , . . . , k n y and ∆ 2 " x 1 , . . . , m y, we define the join delta sequence ∆ 1˚∆2 by ∆ 1˚∆2 " xk 1 , . . . , k n , 1 , . . . , m y.
For ∆ a symmetric delta sequence, the FrU s-module HpΓ ∆ q admits an involution ι ∆ , given as follows. The delta sequence ∆ gives a map: ∆ : t0, . . . , 2n`1u Ñ Z.
Let ι : t0, . . . , 2n`2u Ñ t0, . . . , 2n`2u be ιpkq " 2n`2´k. Then τ ∆ is ι-equivariant:
where in the last equality we have used that ∆ is symmetric. We may then define ι ∆ on each of the R τ ∆ pkq by acting as the identity map:
Then ι ∆ induces an involution of Γ ∆ , and so also of HpΓ ∆ q, as an FrU s-module.
We use the definition of symmetrization for delta sequences to further specify the form of the abstract delta sequence (and its reduction) associated to Brieskorn spheres.
Since x P S Y if and only if N Y´x P Q (so, in particular, ∆ Y pxq "´∆ Y pN Y´x q), we have N Y {2 R X Y , and
We also need a version of (96) for the reduction. By
Semigroups and Creatures
In this section we will prove Theorem 8.9, and so Theorem 1.8. First, we will introduce the creatures from [14] and write their delta sequences. Then we will prove a technical decomposition result (Lemma 8.2) for the graded roots of the Brieskorn spheres Σpp, 2p´1, 2p`1q, for p odd, using several auxiliary lemmas collected from [14] . The proof of Lemma 8.2 is adapted from the proof for p even from [14] , with only minor changes. We will then verify that Σpp, 2p´1, 2p`1q is of projective type, and calculate its β and d. As in Section 7, we will be following [14] extremely closely.
8.1. Creatures. Hom, Karakurt, and Lidman [14] observe via examples that there are certain sub-graded roots occuring in Σpp, 2p´1, 2p`1q, as shown in Figure 10 . The two graded roots Γ Cp in Figure 10 are both called creatures.
The abstract delta sequence for the creature Γ Cp for p " 2ξ`2, ξ P Z ě1 is the symmetrization of ∆ Cp " xξ,´ξ, pξ´1q,´pξ´1q, . . . , 2,´2, 1,´2, 1,´2, 2, . . . ,´pξ´1q, ξ´1,´ξ, ξ,´pξ`1qy, as observed in [14] . Definition 8.1. For every p " 2ξ`1, with ξ P Z ě1 , the creature Γ Cp is the graded root defined by the symmetrization of the abstract delta sequence: 
where ∆ Zp is a sinking delta sequence.
The proof of Lemma 8.2 is built from the proof of [14] [ Lemma 5.3] . In particular, we list several auxiliary Lemmas from [14] without proof.
Set r˘" pp2p˘1q and w " p2p`1qp2p´1q. We work with the semigroup Spr´, r`, wq on the generators r´, r`, and w in studying the graded root associated to Y p .
Lemma 8.3 ([14] Lemma 5.4).
Let Spr´, r`q be the semigroup generated by r´and r`. The intersection Spr´, r`q X r0, pp´1qr`s, as an ordered set, is given by:
(100) t0, r´, r`, 2r´, r´`r`, 2r`, 3r´, 2r´`r`, r´`2r`, 3r`, . . . pp´1qr´, pp´2qr´`r`, . . . , pp´1qr`u.
Lemma 8.4 ([14] Lemma 5.6).
Say that x P S Yp is of the form x " ar´`br`, with a, b ě 0, and x ď 2r´`pp´3qr`. Then,
(1) x ă N Yp´p p´a´1qr´´pp´b´3qr`ă suc`pxq.
(2) rπ´pxq, π`pxqs X S Yp " tx´minta, bu, . . . , xu, unless x " pp´2qr`or pp´1qr´. In either of these exceptional cases, rπ´pxq, π`pxqs X S Yp " tpp´2qr`, pp´1qr´u.
Lemma 8.5 ([14] Proposition 5.7 ).
The reduced form∆ Yp of ∆ Yp satisfies:
(1) As ordered subsets of N,S Yp Xr0, 2r´`pp´3qr`s " Spr´, r`qXr0, 2r´`pp´3qr`sztpp´2qr`u.
(2) Let x P Spr´, r`q X r0, 2r´`pp´3qr`sztpp´2qr`, pp´1qr´u be written x " ar´`br`. Then∆ Yp pxq " minta, bu`1. Further,∆ Yp ppp´1qr´q " 2. (3) Let x PS Yp and say x ă N Yp´c r´´dr`ă suc`pxq, where c, d ě 0. Then∆ Yp psuc´pxqq ď mintc, du´1.
Fix p " 2ξ`1 for a positive integer ξ. Define (101) K " pξ´1qr´`pξ´1qr`.
We note two inequalities: Let Spr´, r`q be the semigroup generated by r´, r`. Observe that K P Spr´, r`q X r0, 2r´`pp3 qr`s and K ‰ pp´2qr`, so K PS Yp by Lemma 8.5. Set:
∆ Wp "∆ Yp |X Yp XrK,N Yp {2s . (107) Lemma 8.6 (cf. Lemma 5.8 of [14] ). The abstract delta sequence ∆ Zp is sinking. Proof. We check (i)-(iii) of Definition 7.4. For (i), we recall that ∆ Zp is in reduced form. We saw above that K PS Yp , so if the last element of the delta sequence ∆ Zp were positive,∆ Yp would have two consecutive positive values, contradicting that∆ Yp is reduced. This establishes (i) in Definition 7.4.
As in [14] , we denote predecessors and successors taken with respect toX Yp with a tilde, and those with respect to X Yp without a tilde. By the construction of the reduced delta sequence as in Section 7.4, (108) suc`pxq ď Ă suc`pxq for every x PX Yp .
We will next show:
(109)∆ Yp pxq ď´∆ Yp p Ă suc´pxqq for all x PS Yp X r0, Kq, to establish (ii) of Definition 7.4. Let x PS Yp X r0, Kq. Then x P Spr´, r`q X r0, pp´3qr`s by (104) and Lemma 8.5(i). Writing x " ar´`br`, Lemma 8.5(ii) gives∆ Yp pxq " minta, bu`1. Set y " pp´a´1qr´`pp´b´3qr`.
Lemma 8.4 and (108) give:
x ă N Yp´y ă suc`pxq ď Ă suc`pxq.
By x P Spr´, r`q X r0, pp´3qr`s, we see that a`b ď p´3. Thus p´a´1 ě 0 and p´b´3 ě 0. Then, by the definition of Q Yp , N Yp´y P Q Yp . Lemma 8.5(iii) gives ∆ Yp p Ă suc´pxqq ď´mintp´a´1, p´b´3u´1.
Then, to prove (109) it is sufficient to show (110) minta, bu ď mintp´a´1, p´b´3u.
But a`b ď p´3, so a ď p´b´3 and b ď p´a´3, showing (110). We must check that Definition 7.4(iii) holds for ∆ Zp . The last positive value of ∆ Zp occurs at Ă pre`pKq " ξr´`pξ´2qr`by Lemma 8.3 and Lemma 8.5(i). Thus Ă suc´pξr´`pξ´2qr`q is the largest element of Z p . Then to show Definition 7.4(iii) holds for ∆ Zp , we need to show:
(111)∆ Yp pξr´`pξ´2qr`q ă´∆ Yp p Ă suc´pξr´`pξ´2qr`qq.
By Lemma 8.5(ii),∆ Yp pξr´`pξ´2qr`q " ξ´1. However, Lemma 8.4(i) gives:
ξr´`pξ´2qr`ă N Yp´p p´ξ´1qr´´pp´ξ´1qr`ă suc`pξr´`pξ´2qr`q ď K.
Then from Lemma 8.5(iii):∆ Yp p Ă suc´pξr´`pξ´2qr`qq ě mintp´ξ´1, p´ξ´1u`1 " p´ξ.
Then to show (111), we need only show ξ´1 ă p´ξ, which is clear since p " 2ξ`1. (112)S Yp X rK, N Yp {2s " tpξ´1qr´`pξ´1qr`, pξ´2qr´`ξr`, . . . , r´`p2ξ´3qr`, p2ξ´2qr`, p2ξ´1qr´, p2ξ´2qr´`r`, . . . , ξr´`pξ´1qr`u.
To check that the last term of the sequence (112) is as written, we need to show (113) ξr´`pξ´1qr`ă N Yp {2, and (114) pξ´1qr´`ξr`ą N Yp {2.
To see (113), note that (102) gives 2ξr´`p2ξ´2qr`ă N Yp , so ξr´`pξ´1qr`ă N Yp {2. To see (114), note (103) gives p2ξ´1qr´`p2ξ´1qr`ą N Yp , so pξ´1 2 qr´`pξ´1 2 qr`ą N Yp {2, and observe pξ´1qr´`ξr`ą pξ´1 2 qr´`pξ´1 2 qr`. Thus, (112) holds.
We also findQ Yp X rK, N Yp {2s, which is the same as to findS Yp We find the positions of elements ofQ Yp XrK, N Yp {2s relative to the elements ofS Yp XrK, N Yp {2s. To do so, we use the following inequalities all obtained from (102) and (103).
pξ´1´jqr´`pξ´1`jqr`ă N Yp´p ξ`1`jqr´´pξ´1´jqr`, j " 0, . . . , ξ´1, (119) N Yp´p ξ`1`jqr´´pξ´1´jqr`ă pξ´2´jqr´`pξ`jqr`, j " 0, . . . , ξ´2, (120) jr``p2ξ´1´jqr´ă N Yp´p j`1qr´´p2ξ´2´jqr`, j " 0, . . . , ξ´2, (121) N Yp´p j`1qr´´p2ξ´2´jqr`ă pj`1qr``p2ξ´2´jqr´, j " 0, . . . , ξ´2. (125)X Yp X rK, N Yp {2s " tpξ´1qr´`pξ´1qr`, N Yp´p ξ`1qr´´pξ´1qr`, pξ´2qr´`ξr`, N Yp´p ξ`2qr´´pξ´2qr`, . . . , r´`p2ξ´3qr`, N Yp´p 2ξ´1qr´´r`, p2ξ´2qr`, N Yp´2 ξr´, p2ξ´1qr´, N Yp´r´´p 2ξ´2qr`, p2ξ´2qr´`r`, N Yp´2 r´´p2ξ´3qr`, . . . , pξ`2qr´`pξ´3qr`, N Yp´p ξ´2qr´´pξ`1qr`, pξ`1qr´`pξ´2qr`, N Yp´p ξ´1qr´´ξr`, ξr´`pξ´1qr`u.
Now we need to calculate∆ Yp onX Yp X rK, N Yp {2s, and verify that it agrees with ∆ Cp . By Lemma 8.5(ii) and N Yp {2 ă pp´2qr`, (126)∆ Yp pcr´`dr`q " mintc, du`1 for cr´`dr`PS Yp X rK, N Yp {2s.
Similarly, for N Yp´c r´´dr`PQ Yp X rK, N Yp {2s such that cr´`dr`‰ 2ξr´:
(127)∆ Yp pN Yp´c r´´dr`q "´∆ Yp pcr´`dr`q "´mintc, du´1
by Lemma 8.5(ii), using (115) to obtain cr´`dr`ă N Yp´K ă 2r´`pp´3qr`. Also, Lemma 8.5 gives (128)´2 "´∆ Yp p2ξr´q "∆ Yp pN Yp´2 ξr´q.
Computing∆ Yp using (126),(127), and (128), we see that ∆ Wp agrees with ∆ Cp from Definition 8.1. This completes the proof of Lemma 8.2.
Fact 8.8 ([37]
). Let Y " Σpb, pb 1 , a 1 q, . . . , pb k , a kbe a negative Seifert rational homology sphere with spin structure s. Let pΓ Y , χq be the (symmetric) graded root associated to p´Y, sq, and let ι be the associated involution of Γ Y . Let v P Γ Y be the vertex of minimal grading which is invariant under ι. The space pY, sq is of projective type if and only if there exists a vertex w, and a path from v to w in Γ Y which is grading-decreasing at each step, with χpwq " min xPΓ Y χpxq. Moreover, δpY, sq´βpY, sq " χpvq´χpwq.
Theorem 8.9. The Seifert spaces Y p " Σpp, 2p´1, 2p`1q, for p odd, are of projective type, with dpY p q " p´1 and βpY p q " 0.
Proof. By Remark 3.3 of [14] , dpY p q " p´1, so we need only show that Y p is of projective type, and that βpY p q " 0. Let Γ Yp have its grading shifted so that it agrees with the grading of HF`p´Y p q (using Theorem 7.2). The decomposition in Lemma 8.2 implies that Γ Cp embeds into Γ Yp as a subgraph. Since dp´Y p q " 1´p, we see that the embedding of Γ Cp is degree-preserving. Since ∆ Zp is sinking, by Proposition 7.5 the minimal value of τ Zp is 0. Thus H ď0 pΓ Cp q " H ď0 pΓ Yp q.
By Fact 8.8 applied to the graded root Γ ∆ Yp (see Figure 10) , we have that Y p is of projective type. It is clear from Figure 10 that the vertex of minimal grading which is invariant under ι is in degree 0, from which we obtain βpY p q " 0.
